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This talk – two parts

1.  Values
• Braided rivers are special places

• Threats to ecosystem health and species 
survival

2.  How well are we managing braided rivers?

• A look back in time

• Current work

• What future directions



Dynamic ecosystems

Landform drivers

Wetlands Side 
channels

Alluvial fans Swamps, 
lakes and 

tarns
Lake deltas

Active 
channel and 

braids



Many specialist 
species



5 million years of deposition

Powerful geological process

Globally significant features



1000 years of human modificationBraided rivers have formed 
- the Canterbury plains
- most of inland basins



2. What are the threats?



Predators

Weeds

Human activity

Flow regime

Surrounding land use

Climate, Geomorphology

Native flora and fauna

Survey, monitoring

Many complex relationships 
(many more than this)



O’Donnell et al 2016



River surveys Monitoring Predator 
control

Weed control People 
managed

Habitat / 
water 
managed

1960s Yes No No No No No

1980s Yes Yes Yes No No No

2000s Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

2019 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

What was past focus?



Landscape predator control 4 or 5 rivers



Tasman River predator control

23000ha

12 years

Private and public lands
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Tasman River black-fronted tern survey 
counts (arrow=predator control added)

Good success for some species



Big list of predators, prey: Many interactions, much to learn

Ferrets
Stoats
Weasels
Cats
Hedgehogs
Rats
Rabbits
Hares
Mice
Possums
Black backed gulls
Harriers



Weeds

• Prevention of weed spread in 
upper rivers

• Trials on mechanical weed 
removal on islands

• Most of lower rivers not 
effectively managed



How well are we doing with current braided river projects?

Predators

Weeds

Human activity

Flow regime

Surrounding land use

Survey, monitoring

Climate, Geomorphology Some discussion, no projects

Reasonable control in 7 rivers

Good prevention in upper rivers, a 
few islands cleared

Active preventative actions in few rivers

Some continued modification, no 
reversals

Increasing land use intensification

Some rivers, many gaps



A good spread of projects 
across the region

Current braided river projects
(draft ECan 2018-19 report)



But current sites
• are too small scale
• don’t mitigate all threats

Claudia Mischler PhD black billed gull genetics

Black billed gulls
Some separation, but 
mixing across range



Summary of current state

1. Good progress on weeds and predators 
Less so 
• for climate change 
• managing water 
• managing people impacts

2. No improvement in survey methods 
• trail cams and aerial methods changing 

monitoring approaches

3. Good start to increasing scale for predator 
and weed control



The future

Braided rivers are special places

1. Braided rivers are globally rare and threatened –
with high biodiversity

2. They formed and continue to form the alluvial 
plains of Canterbury

• Small managed areas are not enough - for key 
mobile species many rivers need to be managed

• Need to scale up all work on key threats to make a 
difference



Canterbury has 62% of all 
braided rivers

266,000 ha in NZ
166,000 ha in Canterbury

About half of Canterbury
Rivers are badly weed
invaded

Above gorges 91,000 ha
Below gorges 78,000 ha

All have predators



We know what a “good” river looks like



Canterbury region: 1.43 million ha of alluvial 
gravels formed by braided rivers

About 78 000 ha (5 %) is riverbed 
• Not effectively managed – lots of weeds

About 1 mill ha on the lower ‘plains’
• All farmed, manicured and weed-free

Final thought:  Perhaps its not a big job 
to manage all rivers after all?


